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1.



Evolutionary Testing is an emerging methodology for automatically producing high quality test data. The focus of our on-going work is precisely on generating test data for the structural unit-testing of object-oriented Java programs. The primary objective is that of efficiently guiding the search process towards the definition of a test set that achieves full structural coverage of the test object. However, the state problem of object-oriented programs requires specifying carefully fine-tuned methodologies that promote the traversal of problematic structures and difficult control-flow paths – which often involves the generation of complex and intricate test cases, that define elaborate state scenarios. This paper proposes a methodology for evaluating the quality of both feasible and unfeasible test cases – i.e., those that are effectively completed and terminate with a call to the method under test, and those that abort prematurely because a runtime exception is thrown during test case execution. With our approach, unfeasible test cases are considered at certain stages of the evolutionary search, promoting diversity and enhancing the possibility of achieving full coverage.



Test data selection, generation and optimization deals with locating good test data for a particular test criterion. However, locating quality test data can be time consuming, difficult and expensive; automating this process is, therefore, vital to advance the state-of-the-art in software testing. Distinct levels of testing include functional (black-box) and structural (white-box) testing. With white-box testing techniques, test case design is performed with basis on the program structure. When white-box testing is performed, the metrics for measuring the thoroughness of a given test set can be extracted from the structure of the target object’s source code, or even from compiled code. Traditional whitebox criteria include structural (e.g., statement, branch) coverage and data-flow coverage. The basic idea is to ensure that all of the control elements in a program are executed by a given test set, providing evidence of the quality of the testing activity. When performing unit-testing, individual application objects or methods are tested in an isolated environment [23]; its goal is to warrant the robustness of the smallest units – the test objects. In order to do so, the test object is executed in different scenarios using relevant and interesting test cases. A test set is said to be adequate with respect to a given criterion if the entirety of test cases in this set satisfies this criterion. Unit test cases for object-oriented (OO) software consist of method call sequences (MCS), which represent the test scenario. During its execution, all objects participating in the test are created and put into a particular state by calling several instance methods for these objects. Each test case focuses on the execution of one particular method – the method under test (MUT). In the particular case of object-oriented programs, it is not possible to test the operations of a class in isolation, as they interact with each other by modifying the state of the object which invokes them; testing a single class thus involves other classes, i.e. classes that appear as parameter types in the method signatures of the class under test (CUT). The transitive set of classes which are relevant for testing a particular class is called the test cluster for this class. However, the execution of test cases may abort prematurely if a runtime exception is thrown during execution [22]. When this happens, it is not possible to observe the structural entities traversed in the MUT because the final in-
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INTRODUCTION



struction of the MCS is not reached. Test cases can thus be separated in two classes: • feasible test cases are effectively executed, and terminate with a call to the MUT; • unfeasible test cases terminate prematurely because a runtime exception is thrown by an instruction of the MCS. The evaluation of test data suitability using structural criteria generally requires the definition of an underlying model for program representation – usually a control-flow graph (CFG). The observations needed to assemble the metrics required for the evaluation can be collected by abstracting and modelling the behaviours programs exhibit during execution, either by static or dynamic analysis techniques. Dynamic analysis involves executing the actual test object and monitoring its behaviour. Dynamic monitoring of structural entities can be achieved by instrumenting the test object, and tracing the execution of the structural entities traversed during execution. Instrumentation is performed by inserting probes in the test object; in Java software, this operation can be effectively performed at the Java bytecode level. Java bytecode is an assembly-like language that retains much of the high-level information about the original source program. Given that the target object’s source code is often unavailable, working at the bytecode level allows broadening the scope of applicability of software testing tools; they can be used, for instance, to perform structural testing on thirdparty Java components. The focus of our on-going work [15, 16, 17] is precisely that of employing evolutionary algorithms for generating test cases for the structural unit-testing of third-party OO Java programs. With our approach, test cases are represented and evolved using the Strongly-Typed Genetic Programming (STGP) paradigm [13], which effectively mimics the inheritance and polymorphic properties of objectoriented programs and enables the maintenance of call dependences when performing tree construction, mutation or crossover. The application of evolutionary algorithms to test data generation is often referred to as evolutionary testing [10, 11] or search-based test case generation [5]. In evolutionary testing, meta-heuristic search techniques are employed to select or generate test data. The search space is the input domain of the test object, and the problem is to find a set of test cases that satisfies a certain test criterion. Evolutionary algorithms have been applied successfully to the search for quality test data in the field of object-oriented unit-testing. Approaches have been proposed that focus on the usage of Genetic Algorithms [20], Ant Colony Optimization [8], Universal Evolutionary Algorithms [21], Genetic Programming [19], Strongly-Typed Genetic Programming [22, 23], and Memetic Algorithms [1] . One of the most pressing challenges faced by researchers in this area is the state problem [12], which occurs with methods that exhibit state-like qualities by storing information in internal variables that are protected from external manipulation. The encapsulation aspect of the object-oriented paradigm, in particular, constitutes a serious hindrance to testing [3], because the only way to observe the state of an object is through its operations, and the only way to change the state of an object’s internals is through the execution of



a series of method calls. Defining a test set that achieves full structural coverage may thus involve the generation of complex and intricate test cases in order to define elaborate state scenarios. This paper’s main objective is that of presenting a novel strategy for test case evaluation, which intends to efficiently guide the evolutionary search process towards achieving full structural coverage. Our methodology involves allowing unfeasible test cases to be considered at certain stages of the evolutionary search – namely, once the feasible test cases that are being bred cease to be interesting – so as to achieve a good compromise between the intensification and the diversification of the search. In the following Section, we start by reviewing the related work in the area of OO evolutionary testing, with the intention of framing our proposal into this research field. Next, our search-based test cased generation procedure is detailed, with special attention being paid to the test case evaluation strategy. The concepts presented were implemented into the eCrash automated test tool, which is also introduced in Section 3; eCrash was employed for performing a series of experiments, detailed and discussed in Section 4, with the intention of assessing the impact and benefits of our test case evaluation methodology. The concluding Section resumes the key ideas of this paper.



2.



RELATED WORK



A first approach to the field of evolutionary testing of object-oriented software was presented by Tonella [20]; in this work, input sequences for the white-box testing of classes were generated using evolutionary algorithms. Genetic Algorithms was the evolutionary approach employed, with possible solutions being represented as chromosomes. A sourcecode representation was used, and an original evolutionary algorithm, with special evolutionary operators for recombination and mutation on a statement level – i.e. mutation operators insert or remove methods from a test program – was defined. A population of individuals, representing the test cases, was evolved in order to increase a measure of fitness, accounting for the ability of the test cases to satisfy a coverage criterion of choice. New test cases were generated as long as there were targets to be covered or a maximum execution time was reached. However, the encapsulation problem was not addressed, and this proposal only dealt with a simple state problem. Additionally, this approach employed custom-made operators and original evolutionary algorithms and, as such, Universal Evolutionary Algorithms (i.e. evolutionary algorithms, provided by popular toolboxes, which are independent from the application domain and offer a variety of predefined, probabilistically well-proven evolutionary operators) could not be applied. An approach which employed an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm was presented in [8]. The focus was on the generation of the shortest method call sequence for a given test goal, under the constraint of state dependent behaviour and without violating encapsulation. Ant PathFinder, hybridizing Ant Colony Optimization and Multiagent Genetic Algorithms were employed. To cover branches enclosed in private/protected methods without violating encapsulation, call chain analysis on class call graphs was introduced. In [21] the focus was put on the usage of Universal Evolutionary Algorithms. An encoding was proposed that represented object-oriented test cases as basic type value struc-



tures, allowing for the application of various search-based optimization techniques – such as Hill Climbing or Simulated Annealing. The test cases generated could be transformed into test classes according to popular testing frameworks (e.g., JUnit). Still, the suggested encoding did not prevent the generation of individuals which could not be decoded into test programs without errors; the fitness function used different penalty mechanisms in order to penalize invalid sequences and guide the search towards regions that contained valid sequences. Due to the generation of invalid sequences, the approach lacked efficiency for more complicated cases. In [19], a methodology for creating test software for objectoriented systems using a Genetic Programming approach was proposed; the author stated that this methodology was advantageous over the more established search-based testcase generation approaches because the test software is represented and altered as a fully functional computer program. However, it was pointed out that the number of different operation types is quite limited, and that large classes which contain many methods lead to huge hierarchical trees. In [22, 23] a Strongly-Typed Genetic Programming based approach (which is of particular interest to our studies) was presented. Potential solutions were encoded using a STGP methodology, with MCS being represented by method call trees; these trees are able to express the call dependences of the methods that are relevant for a given test object. To account for polymorphic relationships which exist due to inheritance relations, the STGP types used by the function set are specified in correspondence to the type hierarchy of the test cluster classes. The emphasis of this work was on sequence validity; the usage of STGP preserves validity throughout the entire search process, with only compilable test cases being generated. The fitness function does need, however, to incorporate a penalty mechanism for test cases which include method call sequences that generate runtime exceptions. The issue of runtime exceptions was precisely the main topic in [22]. Recently, Arcuri et al. [1, 2, 18] have developed work focused on the testing of Container Classes (e.g., Vector, Stack, Red-Black Tree). Besides analysing how to apply different search algorithms (Random Search, Hill Climbing, Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, Memetic Algorithms and Estimation of Distribution Algorithms) to the problem and exploiting the characteristics of this type of software to help the search, more general techniques that can be applied to object-oriented software were studied. To the best of our knowledge, these works performed test object analysis with basis on target program’s source-code; moreover, instrumentation and event tracing is also performed at the source-code level. We are not aware of existing evolutionary approaches to the unit-testing of objectoriented software that employ Java bytecode analysis to derive structural testing criteria. The application of evolutionary algorithms and Java bytecode analysis for test automation was, however, already studied in different scenarios. In [4] an attempt to automate the unit-testing of objectoriented programs was described; a functional approach for investigating the use of Genetic Algorithms for test data generation was employed, and program specifications written in JML were used for test result determination. The JML compiler was extended to make Java bytecode produce test coverage information. In [14] the layout of a symbolic JVM, which discovered test cases using a definable structural cov-



erage criterion with basis on static analysis techniques, was described. The bytecode was executed symbolically, and the decision whether to enter a branch or throw an exception was based on the earlier constraints, a constraint solver and the current testing criterion. The symbolic JVM has been implemented in a test tool called GlassTT. This work, however, did not address exception-related and method interactionrelated criteria, and only procedural software scenarios were described.



3.



METHODOLOGY



In this Section, our evolutionary approach for automatic test case generation is described. The concepts presented were implemented into the eCrash tool, which was employed to assess the impacts of the proposed test case evaluation strategy (Section 4). Figure 1 summarizes the main phases of the process, which are described with further detail in [16, 17]. In Subsection 3.1, special attention will be given to the test case evaluation procedure. Static Analysis and Instrumentation Phase Test Object Analysis Test Cluster Definition CFG Definition Function Set Definition Parameter and Function Files Generation Test Object Instrumentation foreach MUT Weight Initialization foreach Generation Weight Reevaluation Phase foreach Individual Test Case Generation Phase foreach STGP tree STGP tree linearization MCS generation Test Case Generation Test Case Compilation Test Case Evaluation Phase Test Case Execution Structural Event Tracing Feasible/Unfeasible Test Case Evaluation Individual’s Fitness Definition Figure 1: Methodology overview. With our approach, the first task is that of performing static analysis on the test object; it is in this step that the test cluster and the function set are defined, and hence it must precede the evolving and evaluation phases. The static analysis process is performed at the Java bytecode level; control-flow graphs are used as the underlying model for representing the methods under test, and are built with basis on the information extracted from the Java bytecode of the test object. In order to enable the observation of the CFG nodes transversed during a given program execution, the test object’s bytecode is instrumented for basic block analysis and structural event dispatch with the aid of the Sofya framework [6]. Test cases are represented as STGP individuals; each individual contains a number of STGP trees equal to the number of arguments of the method under test – i.e., each STGP tree provides an object that will be used as an argument for the MUT’s call. This encoding is especially suited, as it effec-



tively mimics the inheritance and polymorphic properties of OO programs and enables the generation of compilable test cases. Each tree subscribes to a function set, which defines the STGP nodes legally permitted in the tree, and is specified beforehand in correspondence to the constraints of the test cluster classes. For evolving test cases, the Evolutionary Computation in Java (ECJ) package [9] is used. ECJ is a research package that incorporates several Universal Evolutionary Algorithms and includes built-in support for Set-Based STGP. The first step involved in the generation of the test cases’ source-code is the linearization of the STGP trees using a depth-first transversal algorithm. The tree linearization process yields the method call sequence (e.g., Figure 2). Sourcecode generation is performed by translating method call sequences to test cases, using the method signature information encoded into each STGP node; Figure 3 depicts an example of a test case generated by the eCrash tool.



3.1



Test Case Evaluation



Metaheuristic algorithms require a numerical formulation of the test goal, from which a fitness function can be derived. The purpose of the fitness function is to guide the search into promising, unevaluated areas of the search space. With our approach, the quality of a given test case is related to the CFG nodes of the MUT which are the targets of the evolutionary search at the current stage of the search process; test cases that exercise less explored (or unexplored) CFG nodes and paths must be favoured. However, the execution of test cases may abort prematurely if a runtime exception is thrown during execution. When this happens, it is not possible to trace the structural entities transversed in the MUT because the final instruction of the MCS is not reached. Test cases that fall into this class are referred to as unfeasible test cases – as opposed to feasible test cases, which are effectively executed and terminate with a call to the MUT. As a general rule, longer and more intricate test cases are more prone to throw runtime exceptions; however, complex method call sequences are often needed for defining elaborate state scenarios and transversing certain problem nodes. If unfeasible test cases are blindly penalized, the definition of complex test cases will be disencouraged. The issue of steering the search towards the traversal of interesting CFG nodes and paths was address by assigning weights to the CFG nodes; the higher the weight of a given node the higher the cost of exercising it, and hence the higher the cost of transversing the corresponding control-flow path. Let each CFG node n ∈ N represent a linear sequence of computations (i.e., Bytecode instructions) of the MUT; each CFG edge eij represents the transfer of the execution control of the program from node ni to the node nj . Conversely, nj is a successor node of ni if an edge eij between the nodes ni and nj exists. The set of successor nodes of ni is defined as Nsni , Nsni ⊂ N .



3.1.1



Weight Reevaluation



The weight of transversing node ni is identified as Wni . At the beginning of the evolutionary search the weights of nodes are initialized with a predefined value Winit . The CFG nodes’ weights are reevaluated at the beginning of every generation according to Equation 1.



 Wni = (αWni )



hitCni +1 |T |







P



x∈Nsni Wx ni |Ns | × Winit 2



! (1)



The hitCni parameter is the “Hit Count”, and contains the number of times a particular CFG node was exercised by the test cases of the previous generation. T represents the set of test cases produced in the previous generation. The constant value α, α ∈]0, 1] is the weight decrease constant. In summary, at the beginning of each generation the weight of a given node is multiplied by: • the weight decrease constant value α, so as to decrease the weight of all CFG nodes indiscriminately; • the hit count factor, which worsens the weight of recurrently hit CFG nodes; • the path factor, which improves the weight of nodes that lead to interesting nodes and belong to interesting paths. After being reevaluated, the weights of all the nodes are normalized in accordance to Equation 2. Wni =



Wni × Winit Wmax



(2)



Wmax corresponds to the maximum value for the weight existing in N .



3.1.2



Evaluation of Feasible Test Cases



For feasible test cases, the fitness is computed with basis on their trace information; relevant trace information includes the “Hit List” – i.e., the set Ht , Ht ⊆ N of transversed CFG nodes. The fitness of feasible test cases is, thus, evaluated as follows: P F itnessf easible (t) =



3.1.3



h∈Ht



Wh



|Ht |



(3)



Evaluation of Unfeasible Test Cases



For unfeasible test cases, the fitness of the individual is calculated in terms of the distance between the runtime exception index exIndt (i.e., the position of the method call that threw the exception) and the method call sequence length seqLent . Also, an unfeasible penalty constant value β is added to the final fitness value, so as to penalise unfeasibility.



F itnessunf easible (t) = β +



(seqLent − exIndt ) × 100 (4) seqLent



With this methodology, and depending on the value of β and on the fitness of feasible test cases, unfeasible test cases may be selected for breeding at certain points of the evolutionary search, thus favouring the diversity and complexity of method call sequences. This will happen if feasible test cases always transverse recurrently hit nodes, thus increasing their weight and worsening the fitness of the corresponding test cases. The following experimental study and its concluding remarks will help clarifying this statement.



Figure 2: Example of a STGP tree (genotype) and the corresponding MCS (phenotype).



Figure 3: Example test case.



Function Name boolean empty() boolean empty() Object peek() Object peek() Object pop() Object pop() Object push(Object) Object push(Object) int search(Object) int search(Object) int search(Object) Stack() Object() “HelloWorld!” null



Return Type boolean Stack Object Stack Object Stack Object Stack int Stack Object Stack Object Object Object



Child Types Stack Stack Stack Stack Stack Stack Stack, Object Stack, Object Stack, Object Stack, Object Stack, Object -



Table 1: Function Set for the Stack test object.



4.



EXPERIMENTAL STUDY



In this case study, experiments were performed on Stack class of the java.util package of JDK 1.4.2. Its public API is composed by five public methods, namely boolean empty(), Object peek(), Object pop(), Object push(Object item) and int search(Object o); all of them were subjected to the test case generation process. The rationale for choosing this test object is related with the fact that, being a container class, the Stack class has the interesting property of containing explicit state, which is only controlled through a series of method calls. Additionally, it allows us to demonstrate the applicability of the approach to a “real world” problem. Nevertheless, the main objective of this study is that of experimenting with different configurations for the probabilities of evolutionary operators – mutation, reproduction and crossover – and for the values of the test case evaluation parameters – the weight decrease constant α (Equation 1) and the unfeasible penalty constant β (Equation 4). The static analysis process yielded the Function Set depicted in Table 1. For evolving test cases, ECJ was configured using a single population of 5 STGP individuals. The MUTs’ CFG nodes were initialized with a weight Wni of 200. The search stopped if an ideal individual was found or after 200 generations. For the generation of individuals a multi-breeding pipeline was used, which stored 3 child sources; each time an individual had to be produced, one of those sources was selected with a predefined probability. The available breeding pipelines were the following: a Reproduction pipeline, which simply makes a copy of the individuals it receives from its source; a Crossover pipeline, which performs a stronglytyped version of Subtree Crossover [7] – two individuals are selected, a single tree is chosen in each such that the two trees have the same constraints, a random node is chosen in each tree such that the two nodes have the same return type, and finally the swap is performed; and a Mutation pipeline, which implements a strongly-typed version of Point Mutation [7] – an individual is selected, a random node is selected, and the subtree rooted at that node is replaced by



a new valid tree. The selection method employed was Tournament Selection with a size of 2.0, which means that first 2 individuals are chosen at random from the population, and then the one with the best fitness is selected.



4.1



Probabilities of Operators



This particular experiment was performed with the intention of assessing the implications of evolutionary operators’ probabilities on the test case generation process. In order to do so, 4 distinct parametrizations of the multi-breeding pipeline were defined, having: a high probability of selecting the mutation pipeline; a high probability of selecting the crossover pipeline; a high probability of selecting the reproduction pipeline; equal probabilities of selecting either pipeline. The weight decrease constant α was set to 0.9, and the unfeasible penalty constant β was defined as 150. It should be noted that the definition of these values was heuristic, as no experiments had been performed that allowed a fundamented choice; these were conducted later, and are described in the following Subsection. For each of the above multi-breeding pipeline parameterizations, 20 runs were executed for each of the 5 MUTs. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained. The results depicted clearly show that the strategy of assigning balanced probabilities to the all of the breeding pipelines yields better results. Configuration #4 (r:0.33 c:0.33 m:0.34) was the only one in which full coverage was achieved in all of the runs (in, at most, 200 generations), and it was also the best in terms of the average number of generations required to attain it. The worst results were obtained for the parameterization in which the reproduction breeding pipeline was given a high probability of selection. For the Object push(Object item) and int search(Object o) MUTs – which pose the most challenging problems in terms of state complexity – 43% of the runs failed to attain full coverage within 200 generations.



4.2



Evaluation Parameters



In this experiment, different combinations of values for the α and β parameters were tried out, with the intention of analysing the impact of the test case evaluation parameters on the evolutionary search. The following values were used: • α – 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9; • β – 0, 150, and 300. The probabilities of choosing the 3 breeding pipelines were chosen in accordance to the results yielded by the experiment described in Subsection 4.1 – i.e., the probabilities for reproduction, crossover and mutation were set to 0.33, 0.33 and 0.34 respectively. All the 9 combinations of the α and β values were employed, and 20 runs were executed for each (in a total of 180 runs); full coverage was achieved in all of the runs. The results obtained are summarized in Table 3, which includes the average number of generations required to attain full coverage for each of the 5 MUTs using each combination. These results clearly show that the best configuration for the test case evaluation parameters is that of assigning a low value to α (0.1 and 0.5 yielded the best results) and a value of approximately 150 to β.



MUT empty peek pop push search



r:0.1 c:0.1 m:0.8 %full #gens 100% 10.2 100% 6.6 100% 6.5 100% 20.6 95% 48.9



r:0.8 c:0.1 m:0.1 %full #gens 100% 11.2 100% 10.7 100% 8.9 57% 16.4 57% 48.2



r:0.1 c:0.8 m:0.1 %full #gens 100% 17.5 100% 9.4 100% 8.6 95% 37.2 82% 98.8



r:0.33 c:0.33 m:0.34 %full #gens 100% 4.5 100% 2.8 100% 2.8 100% 2.5 100% 18.7



Table 2: Statistics for the Probabilities of Operators case study. Relevant data includes the probabilities of choosing the reproduction (r ), crossover (c) and mutation (m) pipelines and, for each configuration, the percentage of runs in which full coverage was achieved (%full ) and the average number of generations required attain full coverage (#gens).



empty peek pop push search average



α = 0.1 5.2 3.0 2.8 5.2 17.5 6.7



β=0 α = 0.5 5.5 3.5 3.2 5.2 18.4 7.1



α = 0.9 4.8 3.4 3.1 5.2 22.3 7.7



α = 0.1 4.5 2.7 2.4 5.2 15.5 6.0



β = 150 α = 0.5 4.5 2.7 2.4 5.2 15.5 6.0



α = 0.9 4.5 2.8 2.8 2.5 18.7 6.2



α = 0.1 5.0 3.2 3.1 5.2 15.8 6.4



β = 300 α = 0.5 5.0 3.2 3.1 5.2 20.8 7.4



α = 0.9 4.9 3.0 2.5 5.2 22.1 7.5



Table 3: Results obtained using different combinations of the α and β evaluation parameters. Relevant data includes the average number of generations required to attain full coverage.



4.3



Discussion



Automatic test case generation using search-based techniques is a difficult subject, especially if the aim is to implement an “universal” solution that is adaptable to a wide range of test objects. Key to the definition of a good strategy is the configuration of parameters so as to find a good balance between the intensification and the diversification of the search. With our approach, the test case evaluation parameters α and β and the evolutionary operators’ selection probabilities play a central role in the test case generation process. The main task of the mutation and crossover operators is that of diversifying the search, allowing it to browse through a wider area of the search landscape and to escape local maximums; the task of intensifying the search and guiding it towards the transversal of unexercised CFG nodes is performed as a result of the strategy of assigning weights to CFG nodes. Nevertheless, to strong a bias towards the breeding of feasible test cases will hinder the generation of more complex test cases, which are sometimes needed to exercise problem structures in the test object; on the other hand, if feasible test cases are not clearly encouraged, the search process will wander. This issue was addressed by allowing the fitness of feasible test cases to fluctuate throughout the search process as a result of the impact of the α and β parameters, in order to allow unfeasible test cases to be selected at certain points of the evolutionary search. The experiments performed allow drawing a preliminary conclusion: the assumption made on the Probabilities of Operators case study (Subsection 4.1), in which α = 0.9 was employed as being an adequate value, was wrong. Using lower values for this evaluation parameter yielded better results. On the other hand, it is possible to affirm that the strategy of assigning the value 150 to the unfeasible penalty constant



β yields good results. An explanation for this behaviour follows. The worst value a CFG node can have is 200 – since the weights of CFG nodes are normalized at the beginning of each generation (Equation 2). If all the nodes exercised by a feasible test case have the worst possible value – because they are being recurrently exercised by test cases, i.e., because the search is stuck in a local maximum – the fitness of the corresponding test case will also be 200 (Equation 3). However, for a given unfeasible test case t, if exIndt ≤ seqLent and β = 150, then F itnessunf easible (t) ∈ [150, 200] 2 – i.e., if the exception index of a given unfeasible test case is lower or equal to half of its MCS length, and if the value 150 is used for β, then the fitness of that test case will belong to the interval 150 to 200. This means that, with β = 150, some good unfeasible test cases may be selected for breeding; conversely, if β = 0, all unfeasible test cases will be evaluated with relatively good fitness values, and if β = 300, none of the unfeasible test cases will be evaluated as being interesting. The concept of good unfeasible test cases, in this context, can thus be verbalized as being a test case in which at least half of the MCS is executed without an exception being thrown. Assigning the value β = Winit − 50 is, thus, a good compromise between the need to penalize unfeasible test cases and the need to consider them at some points of the evolutionary search.



5.



CONCLUSIONS



Search-Based Test Case Generation is an emerging methodology for automatically generating high quality test data. However, the state problem of object-oriented programs requires the definition of carefully fine-tuned methodologies that promote the transversal of problematic structures and difficult control-flow paths, allowing both the exploration (diversification) and the exploitation (intensification) of the search space.



We proposed tackling this particular hindrance by defining weighted CFG nodes; their weight is dynamically reevaluated each generation, in order to cause the fitness of feasible test cases that exercise recurrently traversed structures to fluctuate throughout the search process. This strategy allows unfeasible test cases to be considered at certain points of the evolutionary search – once the feasible test cases that are being bred cease to be interesting. In conjunction with the impact of the evolutionary operators, a good compromise between the intensification and diversification of the search can be achieved. The strategy proposed was empirically evaluated with encouraging results.
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